PYROTECHNICS CLEARANCE FORM

Form instructions: Please print all information except signature.

**Section "A"** of this form to be completed immediately after the display has been completed.

**Section "B"** to be completed after the secondary search but before returning the property back to the University.

---

**SECTION "A"**

Location of Display: ________________________________

Date of Display: ________________________________

Time Display Concluded: ________________________________

Vendor's Company Name: ________________________________

I (print name of License Holder) ________________________________ certify that a primary search has been made of the entire fallout area where the display was conducted and it is clear of all unfired fireworks. The search was concluded on (Date) __________________ at (Time) __________________. After the primary search was completed, the fallout area was turned over to: ________________________________ of UD Public Safety on (Date) __________________ at (Time) __________________.

**SECTION "B"**

A secondary search and removal of all firework related debris was made of the same area during day light hours and found clear of unfired firework related debris on (Date) __________________ at (Time) ________________.

At the conclusion of the secondary search the area was released to (Name)* ________________________________ on (Date) __________________ at (Time) ________________.

(UD Liaison)

Signature of License Holder (Vendor) ________________________________

*Final release must be signed by UD Liaison or an individual pre-approved by UD Fire Marshal.